SURVIVING IN A POST-AMERICAN WORLD
- CAROLINE GLICK

Apr 9/09. Like it or not, the United States of America is no longer the world's policeman. This
was the message of Barack Obama's presidential journey to Britain, France, the Czech
Republic, Turkey and Iraq this past week.
Somewhere between apologizing for American history - both distant and recent; genuflecting
before the unelected, bigoted king of Saudi Arabia; announcing that he will slash the US's
nuclear arsenal, scrap much of America's missile defense programs and emasculate the US
Navy; leaving Japan to face North Korea and China alone; telling the Czechs, Poles and their
fellow former Soviet colonies, "Don't worry, be happy," as he leaves them to Moscow's tender
mercies; humiliating Iraq's leaders while kowtowing to Iran; preparing for an open
confrontation with Israel; and thanking Islam for its great contribution to American history,
President Obama made clear to the world's aggressors that America will not be confronting
them for the foreseeable future.
Whether they are aggressors like Russia, proliferators like North Korea, terror exporters like
nuclear-armed Pakistan or would-be genocidal-terror-supporting nuclear states like Iran, today,
under the new administration, none of them has any reason to fear Washington.
AMERICA'S BETRAYAL of its democratic allies makes each of them more vulnerable to
aggression at the hands of their enemies - enemies the Obama administration is now actively
attempting to appease. And as the US strengthens their adversaries at their expense, these
spurned democracies must consider their options for surviving as free societies in this new,
threatening, post-American environment.
And the Obama administration's intense efforts to woo Iran coupled with its plan to slash the
US's missile defense programs - including those in which Israel participates - and reportedly
pressure Israel to dismantle its own purported nuclear arsenal - make clear that Israel today
stands alone against Iran.
But to survive the current period of American strategic madness, Israel and the US's other
unwanted allies must build alliances with one another - covertly if need be - to contain their
adversaries in the absence of America. If they do so successfully, then the damage to global
security induced by Obama's emasculation of his country will be limited. If on the other hand,
they fail, then America's eventual return to its senses will likely come too late for its allies - if
not for America itself.
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